Annex 1. Other examples of Covid-19 camouflaged words on social media

Keyword: Grafeno (graphene) vs. GR4F3N0, GR4FEN0, Gr4f € N0

#1: Screenshot from Facebook (October 2021)

This Facebook post (11k views) claims that “the population is being 3nv3nen4nd0 (poisoned) with GR4F3N0
(graphene)”.

#2: Screenshots from Twitter (October 2021)
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The Twitter post with twisted words on the left says: “Listen to it well!! Gr4f3n0 (graphene) in v@kN4s
vaccines (vaccines)”. Another viral tweet, undetected by Twitter despite counting 1,9 million views, includes
a video of the leaders of a Spanish anti-vax group, stating that “vaccines contain GR4F3N0 (graphene)”.

#3: Screenshot from Instagram (October 2021)

This Instagram post (almost 3k views) reports: “Barcelona takes to the streets and protests against the
experimentation of the
. All over the world there are groups of people who are aware of the
seriousness of the situation. No lab is responsible for adverse effects due to the injection of GR4FEN0
(graphene) and other hazardous toxins for humans”. It is interesting to notice that sometimes the
incriminated word – i.e. vaccines – are altogether replaced by emojis.

#4: Screenshot from Instagram (October 2021)

Another Instagram post (with almost 2k views) assures that there are "masks with Gr4f € N0 (graphene)”
and adds that “as with v4cun4s (vaccines), a sample was analysed under a microscope in Spain where it is
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confirmed that they contain nanoparticles of Gr4f3n0 (graphene), a flexible and resistant metal, highly
conductive, which causes serious respiratory complications”.

Keyword: virus vs. V1rus, Viru5, Viru$

#5: Screenshot from Facebook (October 2021)

“There is no killer v1rus (virus)” declares a denialist Facebook video, viewed over 12k times.

The video on Twitter claims that “In
addition to the charade of climate change
and the shortages that will make us suffer,
the WHO is already announcing the next
pLand3m1a (pandemic) and confirming
that they are developing the kacun4
(vaccine) and the relevant PCRs for the socalled Madburg v1ru5 (virus).” The caption
shows that multiple disinformative
narratives tend to overlap, in this case
climate change and pandemic denialism.
#6: Screenshot from Twitter (October 2021)
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The Instagram post received over 11k
views and echoes a QAnon conspiracy
theory. “While the media intensifies the
propaganda of terror with a v1rus (virus)
and a fake pandemic P4nd3m1a
(pandemic), thousands of children are
disappearing all over the world. (…) Do
you know what Adrenochrome is and
how it is obtained? It is the favourite
drug of the globalist elite, of the
Clintons
and
Queen
Elizabeth
explicitly”.
#7: Screenshot from Instagram (October 2021)

Keyword: mascarillas (masks) vs. m4sc4rill4s, B0Z4L

#8: Screenshot from Facebook (October 2021)

The Facebook video above (over 7k views) accuses that “brain damage from m4sc4rill4s (face masks) is
irreversible”.
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#9: Screenshot from Facebook (October 2021)

Among other things, this video posted on Facebook maintains that “there is no virus and the bozal (muzzle)
destroys you neurologically".

Keyword: Ivermectina (Ivermectine) vs. Iv3rm3ctin4. Dióxido de cloro (chlorine dioxide) vs. di0xid0
d3 cl0r0
The chosen tweet shows the reply to a
user who asked how to administer
Ivermectin to cure a lung infection
imputed to the use of masks. In the
message, the user assures that "these
treatments are prohibited because they
are ‘cheap’, therefore, depriving
pharmaceutical companies of their
profits. On the contrary, “Iv3rm3ctin4
(Ivermectin), di0xid0 d3 chloro (chlorine
dioxide)” are identified as viable cures
for Covid-19.

#10: Screenshot from Twitter (October 2021)
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